Miele C3 Cat &
Dog Vacuum
Cleaner
Remove your pet hairs and neutralise pet smells with
Miele C3 Cat & Dog Vacuum Cleaner. It features a turbo
brush that captures pet hair and lint from the carpet in
your home and a HEPA Active AirClean filter that
reduces odours. This vacuum cleaner is ideal for pet
lovers who love a clean home! It packs 2000W of power
to give you an efficient cleaning experience. Key
Features TurboBrush Floor and Mini TurboBrush Tool:
Thanks to the TurboBrush and Mini TurboBrush tools,
the vacuum can effectively remove hair or fur from your
carpet and upholstery with ease. Active AirClean Filter:
It utilises a HEPA Active AirClean filter filled with pieces
of charcoal which helps neutralise odour as you clean.
One-Touch Cable Rewind: Equipped with a footswitch
that allows you to rewind its cable without stooping or
bending over. Universally Applicable Floor Head: With
this universally applicable floor head with a metal
soleplate, you can easily switch from hard floors to
carpets effortlessly. Foot Control: This vacuum cleaner
is created with a foot control that you can easily access
to operate your vacuum easily. On-Board Storage: It
has built-in storage for the Crevice tool, Upholstery tool,
and Dusting brush for easy access. Dust Bag: This
handy vacuum cleaner has a dust bag volume of up to
4.5L and uses HyClean GN dustbags. It also comes
with a dust bag change indicator to let you know when
to change your dust bag as you clean. Powerful and
Efficient: With up to 2000W power to offer you a
comprehensive and efficient cleaning performance.
Versatile and Practical: The vacuum efficiently takes
crumbs, dust, hair, sand, and debris off various surfaces
at home. Sleek and Stylish: It strikes the perfect
balance of contemporary style and intuitive
performance. Versatile and Practical: The vacuum
efficiently takes crumbs, dust, hair, sand, and debris off

various surfaces at home. Ergonomic Form Factor: This
compact vacuum cleaner is easy to carry around
wherever you need it. Its lightweight form enables you
to clean longer without tiring your arms. It has an
operating radius of 11 metres and a cable length of 7.5
metres which will surely give you the freedom to move
across your room as you clean. Inclusion: It comes with
1x TurboBrush floor tool, 1x Standard floor tool, 1x Mini
TurboBrush, 1x Crevice Tool, 1x Upholstery tool, and 1x
Dusting brush.

Features
All Product Details

Brand
Product Type
Model
Number

Miele
Barrel Vacuum
11071460

Vacuums & Floorcare Features

Vacuum Type
Bagged/Bagless
Dust Bin/Bag
Capacity
Filtration

Bagged
Bagged
4.5L
Yes

Standard Floor
Tool

Included

Full Size Turbo
Brush

Included

Vacuum Bags
(Quantity In Box)

1

Type of Vacuum
Filter

HEPA

Home Appliance Power Features

Corded or
Cordless
Cord Length
Wattage/Voltage

Corded
7.5 m
2000W

Dimensions

Product Width
Product Depth
Product Height

59.0 cm
32.0 cm
38.0 cm

Product
Weight

8.78 kg

Warranty

Manufacturers

24 Months
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